### ENG 98 DLAs

#### Reading Series
- DLA #98-01: Pre-Reading: Vocab Skills
- DLA #98-02: Pre-Reading: Context
- DLA #98-03: Active Reading & Annotation
- DLA #98-04: Inference

#### Writing Series
- DLA #98-05: The Writing Process/Pre-Writing (prompt req.)
- DLA #98-06: Summary Paragraphs
- DLA #98-07: Topic Sentences & Paragraph Unity
- DLA #98-08: Improving Detail (draft req.)

#### Grammar Series
- DLA #98-09: Parts of Speech
- DLA #98-10: Phrases & Clauses
- DLA #98-11: Sentence Types
- DLA #98-12: RO/CS Part 1
- DLA #98-13: Fragments
- DLA #98-14: Intro Phrases & Commas
- DLA #98-15: Subject-Verb Agreement
- DLA #98-16: Tricky Spellings & Homonyms

### ENG 99 DLAs

#### Reading Series
- DLA #99-01: Annotating & Reading to Understand
- DLA #99-02: Understanding Writing Assignments
- DLA #99-03: Close Reading: College Level Texts
- DLA #99-04: Inference

#### Writing Series
- DLA #99-05: Introductions
- DLA #99-06: Conclusions
- DLA #99-07: Essay Org. & Topic Sentences
- DLA #99-08: Improving Transitions
- DLA #99-09: Improving Narrative Detail
- DLA #99-10: Using a Revision Checklist
- DLA #99-11: Writing About Research
- DLA #99-12: Strengthening Analysis

#### No Drafts Required
- DLA #99-13: Paragraph Structure
- DLA #99-14: Summary Paragraphs
- DLA #99-15: Thesis Statements (prompt req.)
- DLA #99-16: Expanding Knowledge & Ideas
- DLA #99-17: Recognizing Fact and Opinion
- DLA #99-18: Setting Up Quoted Material
- DLA #99-19: Quote Sandwich
- DLA #99-20: Paraphrasing

#### Grammar Series—Drafts Required
- DLA #99-21: Academic Conventions
- DLA #99-22: RO/CS & Coordination
- DLA #99-23: Commas Part 1-Intro Commas & Lists
- DLA #99-24: Commas Part 2-Dependent Clauses
- DLA #99-25: Colons
- DLA #99-26: Dashes
- DLA #99-27: Loose Sentences
- DLA #99-28: Reducing Redundancy (no draft)
- DLA #99-29: Fragments (no draft)

### ENG 100 DLAs

#### Reading Series
- DLA #100-01: Research & Textual Evidence
- DLA #100-02: Close Reading Fiction

#### Writing Series
- DLA #100-03: Beyond the Three-Point Thesis
- DLA #100-04: Expanding on Analysis
- DLA #100-05: Ethos, Pathos, Logos
- DLA #100-06: Introductions & Creating Context
- DLA #100-07: Avoiding Vague Language
- DLA #100-08: Topic Sentences & Transitions
- DLA #100-09: Setting Up Quoted Material (research req.)
- DLA #100-10: Quote Sandwich (research req.)

#### No Drafts Required
- DLA #100-11: Creating a Formal Outline
- DLA #100-12: Evaluating Sources
- DLA #100-13: Summary vs. Evaluation
- DLA #100-14: Paraphrasing

#### Adios Series—No Drafts Required, but helpful
- DLA #100-15: Locating & Correcting RO/CS/Frag
- DLA #100-16: Dependent Clauses & Subordination
- DLA #100-17: Restrictive & Nonrestrictive Clauses
- DLA #100-18: Parallel Structure (no draft)
- DLA #100-19: Stylistic Punctuation
- DLA #100-20: Choosing Voice & Tone

#### Instructor-Specific DLAs
- DLA #507: Annotation (Felts)
- DLA #512: Summary Org. and Outline (Nesse)
- DLA #513: Paragraph Development (Weatherford)
- DLA #514: Introductions using Abstraction
- DLA #515: Conclusions using Abstraction
- DLA #516: Theatre Play Reviews
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Workshop Series—Check SSC for days & times

Reading Series
- WS #001 Annotation
- WS #002 Vocabulary (reading needed)

Writing & Revising Series
- WS #003 Outlining and Essay Structure
- WS #004 Introductions
- WS #005 Developing a Thesis Statement
- WS #006 Conclusions
- WS #007 Revision and Editing
- WS #008 Paragraph Structure
- WS #009 Planning a Summary Paragraph

Research Series
- WS #010 Setting up Quoted Material
- WS #011 Quote Sandwich
- WS #012 Paraphrasing
- WS #013 Creating a Works Cited Page and Parenthetical Citations

Grammar Series
- WS #014 Fragments
- WS #015 Coordination
- WS #016 Complex Sentence Structures
- WS #017 Other Types of Commas
- WS #018 Identifying and Correcting Comma Splices and Run-Ons
- WS #019 Identifying Subjects & Verbs/Sentence Types
- WS #020 Stylistic Punctuation
- WS #021 Final Review for English 99
- WS #022 Final Review for ENG 100

Success Series—Check SSC for days & times

A student's Guide to Time Management
- Take Better Notes
- Studying More Effectively
- Grit and Motivation
- Test Taking Strategies and Managing Test Anxiety